
BE ACTIVE:
� Build the tallest tower you can using LEGOs
� Construct paper airplanes using different materials and sizes.

Compare and contrast how far they go
� Watch a chemical reaction with Diet Coke & Mentos
� Complete the Ghost Glove Experiment, using baking soda and vinegar
� Discover what happens when putting milk, dish soap, and food

coloring together
� Build a balloon rocket and learn about the four main parts of a rocket:

the structural system, the payload system, the guidance system, and
the propulsion system

� Build a marble run or Rube Goldberg Machine
� Learn about nutrition to improve gut health, the center of the

immune system, and create a plan for yourself
� Make a lava lamp out of vegetable oil and Alka Seltzer tablets
� Invent a “machine” to turn your light off from your bed!
� Make a chemical reaction by making elephant toothpaste

BE HELPFUL:
� Make masks by either sewing, using a bandanna,

or a clean sock
� Make a face shield out of a two liter bottle
� Start a compost garden in your backyard from

food waste
� Save rain water to use around your home
� Soak a super dirty penny in vinegar and watch what happens
� Learn simple ways to prevent plastic from entering water and

implement them in your community
� Make sidewalk chalk and use it to create activities on the sidewalk

for kids that are on walks (i.e., hop scotch, the letters of the
alphabet in circles, etc.)

� Make your own hand sanitizer
� Make your own soap

LEARN:
� Create your own food coloring and dye a carnation, or make one out

of a coffee filter
� Learn how and why salt and pepper dance
� Make a cloud in a jar and find out why it happens
� Learn at least 5 of the following knots and know when to use them:

square knot, clove hitch, bowline, figure eight, sheet bend, two half
hitches, taught line hitch, fisherman’s knot, water knot, rolling hitch,
prusik knot, timber hitch, blood knot, man harness, carrick bend,
trucker’s hitch, barrel hitch, sheepshank, tripod lashing, square lashing.

� Mix different colors together to make a new color and name it

� Make raisins dance in a clear, carbonated beverage and find out why
this happens

� Learn a simple substitution code and use it to spell your name
� Find out how you can dissect a strawberry and discover it’s DNA
� Go to lightbot.com and complete 15 levels in the lightbot coding game
� Build a hand crank winch and learn how it works
� Build a model side vent volcano
� Make your own spirolateral art
� Learn how to put macro in Microsoft Excel
� Learn about fractals and using your math skills, and create fractal art
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CREATE:
� Discover how to make giant homemade bubbles
� Create magnetic slime and see what happens when you put a

magnet by it
� Turn a Pringles can or (other cylinder shaped canister) into a

solar oven
� Use solar energy to bake your own s’more in a solar box oven
� Make a candle
� Discover how many drops of water fit on a penny
� Create colorful rain in a glass
� Build structures with marshmallows and pretzel rods or even

dry spaghetti
� Create a doodle video using free software (i.e., Powtoon)
� Design bridges with straws

If you need help with any of your activities or want to show off what you did  
feel free to contact FIRST Tech Challenge Team 14752, Girltastic, at ftcteam14752@gmail.com

� Make your own play dough
� Create a scale-sized model of the solar system using play dough shape
� Build a catapult and measure how far it throws
� Make a stop motion animation video about a made-up character
� Make a diving squid in a bottle
� Make a paper horse out of folding paper that actually walks by itself
� Build dinosaur snot or oobleck
� Make your own pinwheels using STEM
� Grow your own crystals
� Use Computer Aided Design (CAD) to design

your ideal house (i.e. OnShape, SketchUp)

NUMBER OF ACTIVITIES REQUIRED PER GRADE LEVEL

 Daisy Brownie Junior Cadette Senior Ambassador 

5 8 12 15 15 15
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